
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAHCENTRAL DIVISION
THE SCO GROUP, INC.,Plaintiff,vs.NOVELL, INC., Defendant. ____________________________________
NOVELL, INC., Counterclaimant,vs.THE SCO GROUP, INC., Counterdefendant.

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OFLAW, AND ORDER 
Case No.  2:04CV139DAK

The parties tried this matter to the court on April 29 and 30, and May 1 and 2, 2008. Plaintiff and Counterdefendant The SCO Group Inc. was represented by Stuart Singer, EdwardNorman, Jason Cyrulnik, Mauricio Gonzales, and Brent O. Hatch.  Defendant andCounterclaimant Novell, Inc. was represented by Michael Jacobs, Eric Acker, and DavidMelaugh.  Having heard the testimony of witnesses, reviewed the evidence, considered thearguments of counsel at trial, and considered prior submissions of the parties as well as



 The parties have, both in motion papers and at trial, disputed the precise contours of the1terms “SVRX,” “System V,” “UnixWare,” and other, related terms.  Without passing on howthose terms may have been used in any particular document, in this Order, the court will use theterm “SVRX” to refer to the versions of UNIX listed in the APA (Schedule 1.1(a), Item VI), as towhich SCO is under a fiduciary obligation to remit royalties to Novell.  The Court will use theterm “SCO UnixWare” to refer to the versions of UNIX developed by SCO subsequent to theAPA, as to which SCO is entitled to retain revenue subject to certain limitations not at issue here. The Court uses the term “UNIX” broadly to apply to all versions of that operating system.2

undisputed facts as set forth in the Court’s August 10, 2007 Summary Judgment Order (DocketNo. 377, “Order”), the Court enters the following Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, andOrder. BACKGROUNDThis action began as a slander of title action against Novell.  Novell, however, assertedcounterclaims against SCO for slander of title, breach of contract, and unjust enrichment.  Theparties then both amended their pleadings to assert additional claims and counterclaims.  On August 10, 2007, the court issued a Memorandum Decision and Order on severalsummary judgment motions.  The court dismissed SCO’s slander of title claim, concluding thatSVRX copyrights did not transfer to Santa Cruz, SCO’s predecessor, under the 1995 AssetPurchase Agreement between Novell and Santa Cruz.   The court further ruled that (1) Novell1
retained rights to royalties under the SVRX Licenses, whether or not the SVRX Licenses were inexistence at the time of the APA; (2) SCO’s 2003 agreements with Microsoft and Sun containedSVRX Licenses because they license SVRX at least in part; (3) SCO was Novell’s agent andfiduciary for purposes of collection of SVRX Royalties; (4) SCO breached its fiduciary duties toNovell by failing to account for and remit the appropriate SVRX Royalty payments to Novell for
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the SVRX portions of the 2003 Sun and Microsoft Agreements; (5) SCO was liable forconversion of such SVRX Royalty payments; and (6) under the APA, an “incidental” SVRXlicense is considered an SVRX License.   The court, however, did not determine the value of the SVRX Licenses contained in the2003 Sun or Microsoft agreements on summary judgment.  Rather, the court determined thatthere were issues of fact with respect to the SVRX Royalties to be paid to Novell under the Sunand Microsoft Agreements.  The court set for trial the issue of apportionment of value in the Sunand Microsoft Agreements between the SVRX components and the other components of theagreements.   The court's prior summary judgment order did not address other SCOsource licenseagreements that SCO entered into with Linux end-users.  Therefore, the court was presented attrial with the issue of whether the other SCOsource license agreements were SVRX Licensesand, if so, what portion of the license fee should be attributed to those SVRX Licenses as SVRXRoyalties.  In addition, the court set for trial the question of whether SCO was authorized to executethe SVRX Licenses in the Sun and Microsoft Agreements under a provision of the APApermitting SCO to amend or execute new SVRX Licenses "incidentally" with the licensing ofUnixWare.  Novell's motion for partial summary judgment was based on this issue, and the courtheard argument on that motion on the second day of trial.  Accordingly, the bench trial addressed the following issues: (1) whether the additionalSCOsource licenses were SVRX Licenses triggering SCO’s fiduciary duty to account for and
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remit the appropriate SVRX Royalties to Novell; (2) the appropriate apportionment of SVRXRoyalties from the SCOsource licenses; (3) the amount by which SCO was unjustly enriched as aresult of SCO’s retention of SVRX Royalties; (4) whether SCO had the authority to enter into theSCOsource licenses, including the Sun and Microsoft Agreements, under the APA; and (5)whether SCO had the authority under the APA to amend Sun’s existing 1994 Buy-out Agreementwith Novell.Prior to the bench trial, the parties briefed Novell’s partial motion for summary judgmenton its fourth claim for relief and SCO’s motion for judgment on the pleadings on Novell’s claimsfor money or claim for declaratory relief.  Because these motions were not heard until trial, thecourt will address these motions in its conclusions of law.  FINDINGS OF FACTA.  The Governing Contracts Between Novell and SCOSCO’s predecessor, Santa Cruz, and Novell entered into an Asset Purchase Agreement(“APA”) dated September 19, 1995.  On December 6, 1995, a few months after the APA wassigned and the date the transaction closed, Novell and Santa Cruz signed Amendment No. 1 tothe APA.  Approximately one year after the APA was signed, on October 16, 1996, Novell andSanta Cruz executed Amendment No. 2 to the APA. B.  SCO’s Duties Under the APA When Santa Cruz and Novell negotiated the APA, Santa Cruz did not have sufficientresources to purchase the entirety of Novell’s UNIX business.  To bridge the gap, the partiesagreed, under section 1.2(b) of the APA, that Novell would continue to receive one hundred
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percent of the SVRX Royalties.  Santa Cruz was to collect and pass through these royalties toNovell, and Novell, in turn, would pay Santa Cruz an administrative fee of five percent of theSVRX Royalties.  Section 1.2(b) of the APA states that SVRX Royalties are “defined and described inSection 4.16.”  Section 4.16(a) of the APA provides that Santa Cruz was to “administer thecollection of all royalties, fees and other amounts due under all SVRX Licenses (as listed indetail under Item VI of Schedule 1.1.(a) hereof and referred to as ‘SVRX Royalties’).”  Item VIof Schedule 1.1(a), in turn, refers to “[a]ll contracts relating to SVRX Licenses listed below.” Instead of providing a list of license agreements with other parties, however, Schedule 1.1(a)provides a list of Unix System V software releases up to and including Unix System V ReleaseNo. 4.2MP.  Novell retained “all rights to the SVRX Royalties notwithstanding the transfer of theSVRX Licenses to [Santa Cruz].”  The APA further specifies that Santa Cruz “only has legal titleand not equitable interest in such royalties within the meaning of Section 541(d) of theBankruptcy Code.”  As this court has previously determined, the APA created an agencyrelationship between the parties with respect to SVRX Royalties.Section 4.16(b) of the APA provides that Santa Cruz “shall not, and shall not have theauthority to, amend, modify, or waive any right under or assign any SVRX License without theprior written consent” of Novell.  Under this section, Novell retained the sole discretion to directSanta Cruz to amend, supplement, modify, waive, or add rights under or to any SVRX Licenses. Novell’s rights and SCO’s obligations under section 4.16(b), as amended, apply to “any SVRX
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License.”  Amendment No. 1 to the APA modifies section 4.16(b) to create two exceptions wherebySanta Cruz has “the right to enter into amendments of the SVRX Licenses.”  Santa Cruz canenter into amendments of SVRX Licenses (1) as may be incidentally involved through its rightsto sell and license SCO UnixWare software or the Merged Product or (2) to allow a licenseeunder a particular SVRX License to use the source code of the relevant SVRX products onadditional CPUs or to receive additional distribution from Santa Cruz of such source code. Amendment No. 1 further provides that Santa Cruz can enter into new SVRX Licenses only asmay be incidentally involved through its rights to sell and license SCO UnixWare.    Amendment No. 2 to the APA included an additional amendment to Section 4.16(b). Under Section B of Amendment No. 2, Novell and Santa Cruz agreed to a procedure that wouldgovern “any potential transaction with an SVRX licensee which concerns a buy-out of any suchlicensee’s royalty obligations.”  The parties agreed to provide written notification to each otherupon becoming aware of any potential transaction concerning a buy-out, to both attend anymeetings or negotiations with the licensee unless agreed otherwise, to jointly consent to anywritten proposals to be presented to licensees, and to meet to discuss any potential buy-outtransaction.  The parties further agreed that a transaction concerning a buy-out should not occurwithout the prior written consent of both Novell and Santa Cruz.   Under the Amended APA, SCO is entitled to keep “source code right to use fees” underexisting SVRX Licenses from the licensing of additional CPUs and from the distribution by SCOof additional source code copies.  Under the Amended APA, SCO is also entitled to keep source
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code right to use fees attributable to new SVRX Licenses approved by Novell.  The court's priorAugust 10, 2007 Order acknowledged SCO's right to keep 100% of the source code right to usefees identified in Section 1.2(e) of the amended APA.  SCO has the right to enter into amendments of an SVRX License and new SVRXLicenses "as may be incidentally involved through its rights to sell and license UnixWaresoftware."  The word incidentally is not defined in either the APA or its Amendments.  Severalwitnesses, however, testified that the word incorporates the practice whereby the owner of Unixor UnixWare technology granted rights to the System V prior products. C.  UNIX and UnixWareUnixWare is the brand name for the more recent releases of the UNIX System V, Release4 operating system developed and licensed in the early 1990s by Novell and its predecessors tothe technology.  The product was called UnixWare because it was to be a combination of thelatest releases of System V source code and some components of Novell’s NetWare source code. The first releases of UnixWare contain all or virtually all of the technology included in theimmediately prior System V releases, SVR4.2 and SVR4.2MP.  Novell sold the UnixWare business to Santa Cruz in the 1995 APA between Novell andSanta Cruz.  The core members of Novell’s UNIX licensing group became employees of SantaCruz.  After the APA, Santa Cruz and then SCO developed and licensed SCO UnixWare.  Underthe 2001 transfer of assets from Santa Cruz to SCO, the core members of Santa Cruz’s UNIXlicensing group became SCO employees. SCO  released several subsequent releases of UnixWare, including multiple versions of
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each UnixWare 2 and UnixWare 7, which are the latest implementation of System V and thelatest generation of UNIX SVR 4.2 with SVR 4.2MP.  All of the releases of UnixWaresubsequent to Novell’s transfer of the business are releases of System V.  Witnesses testified thatthe commercially valuable technology from the prior versions is included in UnixWare, andUnixWare would not operate without its System V components.  The current version ofUnixWare supports the newest industry-standard hardware.For the most part, older versions of UNIX are not marketable to consumers because thoseearlier versions do not take advantage of hardware enhancements to new processors andperipherals adopted by computer manufacturers.  As a practical matter, purchasers would nothave the option to purchase the hardware on which the older versions of UNIX had run becausecomputer manufacturers have adopted the newer hardware.      D.  Royalties from UnixWare LicensesWith respect to the payment of royalties to Novell, the APA distinguishes between SVRXLicenses and UnixWare licenses.  The APA’s requirements for the payment of SVRX Royaltieshas been discussed above.  Section 1.2(b) of the APA specifies the circumstances in which anyroyalties would be paid to Novell for Santa Cruz’s distribution of UnixWare products:  (b)(i)  Royalties on UnixWare, Eiger, MXU and derivatives  (a)  No royalties shall be payable in connection withany of the UW Products until Buyer shall haveshipped or licensed, in any year, 40% of the unitscontemplated by the Plan for such year; (b) Buyer shall pay royalties equal to $30.00 net perunit in connection with each and every net unit of
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UW Products shipped or licensed by Buyer over anabove 40% and less than 70% of the total unitscontemplated by the Plan for such year; (c) Buyer shall pay royalties equal to $60.00 per netunit in connection with each and every net unit ofUW Products shipped or licensed by Buyer over andabove 70% of the total units contemplated by thePlan for such year.. . . . (c) Termination of Royalty Obligation.  The royalty obligations set forth insubsection [b] above will terminate (i) after Buyer shall have made an aggregatecumulative payments to Seller equal to such amount which has a total net presentvalue of $84,000,000 (determined as of the Closing) or (ii) December 31, 2002,whichever is sooner. The parties agree that the requirements for subsection (b)(i) to apply were never met. Pursuant to these terms, any royalty obligation that Santa Cruz could have had to Novell withrespect to UnixWare products terminated on December 31, 2002.  Novell acknowledges that it is not entitled to royalties from any UnixWare licenses.  Forexample, at trial, Novell did not seek any payments with respect to the stand-alone UnixWarelicense in Section 3 of the Microsoft Agreement.      Novell did not ask or suggest to Santa Cruz that it should remit any portion of the fees orroyalties that Santa Cruz received under any UnixWare license even where System V priorproducts were listed as part of those licenses.   Novell never asked or suggested to Santa Cruzthat it should undertake to allocate to the System V prior products any value of the fees orroyalties that Santa Cruz received under any UnixWare license granting rights to such olderversions of System V. 
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In 1998, Novell conducted an audit of Santa Cruz to ensure that Santa Cruz was remittingto Novell all of the royalties to which Novell was entitled under the APA.  Novell knew at thattime that SCO was licensing UnixWare with System V prior products listed, just as Novell haddone, because that practice was discussed and agreed upon as part of implementing Santa Cruz'slicensing procedures at the time of the asset transfer.  In the 1998 audit, Novell did not ask SantaCruz to produce any information regarding the fees and royalties that Santa Cruz received underits UnixWare licensing business.  In the 1998 audit, Novell did not ask or suggest to Santa Cruzthat it should undertake to allocate to the older versions of System V any value of the fees androyalties that Santa Cruz received under any UnixWare license granting rights to such olderversions.  Santa Cruz did not believe that it was under any obligations to remit to Novell anyportion of the fees or royalties from any UnixWare licenses because the thresholds for suchpayments under Schedule 1.2 of the APA had not been satisfied and, after 2002, the term underwhich the thresholds applied had expired.  SCO did not remit to Novell any of the royalties thatSCO received from any of the UnixWare licenses that Santa Cruz had acquired from Novell in1995 or into which Santa Cruz or SCO entered after 1995, whether or not those licenses includeda list of System V prior products.  Novell conducted another audit of SCO in 2003.  Novell never asked or suggested toSCO that it should undertake to allocate to the older versions of System V any value of the feesor royalties that Santa Cruz received under any UnixWare license granting rights to such olderversions.
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E.  OpenServerOpenServer is the brand name for the release of UNIX System V, Release 3 that SantaCruz developed in the 1980s.  Novell never owned, or had any license to, Openserver. OpenServer was Santa Cruz’s flagship product through the 1990s.  OpenServer produces two-thirds of SCO’s UNIX revenue and has thousands of customers, including small to mid-sizedbusinesses and large corporations, such as McDonald’s.   F.  Licensing PracticesUNIX licensees often distributed and used binary products that included code frommultiple releases of System V.  Novell and its successors required and allowed such licensees topay only one set of royalties for the use or distribution of such a product.  To identify the properlicense under which such a product could be used or distributed and to calculate the appropriateroyalty payments required for using or distributing such a product, Novell and its successorsemployed the “one line of code” rule. Under the “one line of code” rule, Novell and then SCO determined whether there was aslittle as one line of code from the latest release of System V (including UnixWare) contained in abinary product and then calculated royalty payments for the entire product under that latestlicense.  Novell and then SCO prohibited licensees from parsing out the relative amounts of codefrom different releases of System V and paying portions of the requisite royalties under multipleSystem V licenses.  For example, licensees who distributed a UNIX binary product that contained code fromSVR3.0, SVR4.0, and SVR4.2 did not pay any SVR 3.0 or SVR4.0 royalties for distributing that
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product, but instead paid only SVR4.2 royalties under the terms and prices of an SVR4.2 license. Similarly, licensees that used a product that contained SVR3.0, SVR4.0, and UnixWare 2.0 didnot pay any SVR3.0 or SVR4.0 royalties for distributing that product, but instead paid onlyUnixWare royalties.In licensing UnixWare, SCO also licensed each of the prior products upon which thenewest version was built.  This practice began with AT&T, was continued by Novell, and thenadopted by Santa Cruz and SCO.  For example, a licensee who executed a license for SVR4.2,had the same rights to the earlier versions of UNIX on which 4.2 was built, and the list of priorproducts reflected that right.  Santa Cruz and SCO regularly listed the older releases of UNIX,including numerous releases of System V, with the current license.  Customers paid no additionalfees for the rights to the prior products regardless of whether they had a previous license to theprior products.   In 1995 and 1996, for example, Santa Cruz licensed UnixWare 2.0 and 2.1 to variouslicensees.  A standard UnixWare 2.0 license included a one-time fee of $375,000 for the right touse the UnixWare 2.0 source code.  As Novell had done, Santa Cruz included for manyUnixWare 2.0 licensees a listing of System V prior products at no additional cost.  The $375,000price for a UnixWare 2.0 license with Unysis, whose license listed SVRX prior products, was thesame as a contemporaneous UnixWare license with Alps, whose license did not include SVRXprior products.  The practice of including rights to prior products recognized that licensees developedtheir own versions of UNIX based on the most recent product and as an assurance to the licensee
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that they had rights to any of the technology included in that licensed product.  At this time, SCOwas primarily contracting with computer manufacturers, or OEMs.  By the late 1990s, Santa Cruz began to license UnixWare to distributors as a “packagedproduct,” or product in binary format that was ready for distribution to end-users without furtherdevelopment.  The UnixWare licenses with such distributors did not list prior System V priorproducts because distributors, unlike OEMs, merely replicated and distributed the packagedproduct in the same form.G.  The SCOsource InitiativeIn late 2002, SCO formally created a new division known as SCOsource.  Inapproximately January 2003, SCO launched its SCOsource program.  The terms of the specificlicenses SCO executed as part of the SCOsource program are addressed below.  As a generalmatter, the SCOsource program was an effort to obtain license fees from Linux users based onSCO’s claims to UNIX intellectual property allegedly contained in Linux.  The parties disputed at trial whether the SCOsource program was primarily concernedwith SVRX or with SCO UnixWare. In litigating its claims against IBM, Novell, and a variety ofother parties, the only infringing code SCO has identified is SVRX code.  SCO’s expert witnessin the IBM litigation identified only UNIX SVR4 code in Linux.  And SCO sued Novell forslander of title because Novell claimed ownership of the SVRX copyrights, not because itclaimed ownership to the copyrights in SCO UnixWare.  Many contemporaneous press releases,correspondence, and other material introduced at trial describe SCOsource as focused on SVRXinfringement in Linux.  SCO’s internal memoranda and presentations also describe SVRX as the
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“trunk” from which SCOsource took its value, distinguishing SVRX from “branches” such asSCO UnixWare.Nonetheless, there was also testimony and evidence at trial demonstrating thatSCOsource was not solely focused on SVRX.  In January 2003, when SCO formally announcedthe SCOsource program, SCO was still focused on licensing both SCO UnixWare andOpenserver technology.  In February 2003, SCO created a “SCO V for Linux Sales Guide.”  Theguide repeatedly refers to SCO’s concern that “UnixWare” and “OpenServer” technology hadbeen improperly used in Linux.  The guide refers generally to “SCO System V,” it did notspecifically identify which technology comprised SCO System V.  Also, in a December 2002slide presentation, in describing the proposed “SCO System V for Linux” deliverable, SCOidentified “SCO’s shared UNIX Libraries from Open Server and UnixWare for use with Linux.” There is competing evidence as to whether in the SCOsource program SCO wasattempting to increase revenue based on the SVRX technology or to protect its latest releases ofUnixWare and OpenServer from competition with Linux. The court can only conclude that bothfactors played a role in SCO’s determination to pursue the SCOsource licenses.   H.  Novell and SCOsource ProgramIn late 2002, SCO and Novell engaged in several telephone conversations concerningSCO's plan to protect its alleged intellectual property in Linux through agreements with Linuxusers.  SCO asked Novell to perform “due diligence on UNIX intellectual property before itlaunched the SCOsource program.”  SCO also asked for documents “to understand its IP rights”for purposes of “IP tracking” and for “documents that help give the history of SCO's rights to
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UNIX.”  Novell said it was not interested in providing the requested information to SCO and that itwas not interested in participating with SCO's proposed program.  Darl McBride, SCO's CEO, testified that during his conversations with Greg Jones atNovell he pointed out that SCO's efforts to enforce the intellectual property in Linux wouldindirectly help the sale of the various UNIX flavors that compete with Linux in the market placeand that such a boost would potentially increase the declining SVRX Royalty stream that SCOremitted to Novell from contracts that licensed out the older products.  Novell, however, at that time, viewed the SVRX Royalty stream as a less significantstream of income than its potential revenue interest in becoming directly involved in Linux.  I.  The 2003 Microsoft AgreementOn April 30, 2003, SCO and Microsoft entered into a “Release, License and OptionAgreement” (“Microsoft Agreement”).  Microsoft was not a UNIX licensee at the time ofentering the Microsoft Agreement with SCO.  SCO described its license with Microsoft as part ofits SCOsource campaign.  SCO received a total of $16,680,000 under the Microsoft Agreement. SCO did not pass through any of this revenue to Novell.  The Microsoft Agreement had several components, each contained in separate sections ofthe Agreement.  The Microsoft Agreement also contained an apportionment of the amountsMicrosoft paid for each section of the Microsoft Agreement.  Section 2 of the Microsoft Agreement is entitled "Release and Licenses."  Microsoft paid$1.5 million for the release and license in that section.  Section 2.1 is a "Release of existing
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general claims" that releases any claims "known or unknown, suspected or unsuspected, orcontingent or fixed" that SCO might have against Microsoft.  The release does not mention anyparticular technology.  Section 2.2 is an "IP license to current SCO intellectual property in any ofMicrosoft's products."Section 3 of the Microsoft Agreement is an "Option to Purchase UnixWare License." Microsoft paid $2 million for the option granted in Section 3.5 and, thereafter, paid $5 millionfor the license.  Novell recognizes Section 3 as a UnixWare license and does not claimentitlement to any of Microsoft's payments to SCO under Section 3.Section 4 of the Microsoft Agreement is an "Option to Purchase License to Other SCOAssets."  Microsoft paid $250,000 for the option granted in Section 4.1.  Microsoft couldexercise the option only if it had exercised the option of obtaining the UnixWare license set forthin Section 3.  After exercising its option under Section 3, Microsoft paid SCO $8 million for thelicense in Section 4.  Section 4 of the Microsoft SCOsource License lists at least 34 versions of UNIX.  At least28 of those versions are identified in the APA as SVRX.  Section 4.1 and 4.2 state that theLicense is for the Assets in Exhibits A, B, and C to the Agreement.  Exhibit A lists componentsand features of UnixWare 7, Release 7.1.3.  Exhibit B pertains to components for use withUnixWare.  Exhibit C is a list of several operating systems:  Open UNIX 8 Release 8.x;UnixWare Release 7.0.x and prior versions of UnixWare; OpenServer Release 5.x and all priorversions and releases; and older versions of UNIX.  The license under Section 4 provided Microsoft with broader rights to distribute the
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UnixWare source code than Section 3 granted.  Section 4 conveys a broad set of rights, includingthe right to license, sublicense, and sell the identified UNIX versions.  The only substantivelimitation imposed is that Microsoft can only distribute the source code of these UNIX versions“in connection with a Microsoft platform product or related offering.” The licenses to UnixWareand OpenServer that SCO granted to Microsoft under Section 4 of the Microsoft Agreementallowed Microsoft to ensure that the company's software was compatible with the latest releasesof UnixWare and OpenServer that hardware manufacturers were using at the time.   Under Section 4.4 of the Microsoft Agreement, the parties agreed that SCO may not beable to deliver to Microsoft the assets "identified as non-deliverable in Exhibit C."  Exhibit Cprovides:  "Items in italics are not readily available and may not be recoverable."  The items initalics include SVR 4.0 and all prior SVR preceding SVR 2.0.  J.  The 2003 Sun AgreementIn 1994, Sun entered into an SVRX License with Novell.  In that agreement, Sun boughtout its continuing royalty obligations regarding certain versions of SVRX.  On February 25,2003, SCO executed an agreement with Sun that purports “to amend and restate” the 1994 SVRXLicense.  SCO described its license with Sun as part of its SCOsource campaign. Under the 2003 Sun Agreement, Sun paid SCO $9,143,451.  SCO did not pass throughany of the Sun revenue to Novell.  The 2003 Sun Agreement does not ascribe any particularprices to any of the specified rights granted in the Agreement.  At trial, SCO did not establishdistinct values for any of the various intellectual property rights conveyed in the 2003 SunAgreement.
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  Section 4 grants a license to all of SCO’s intellectual property rights in the technologylisted in Attachment 1 of the Agreement.  Attachment 1 is a chronological list of UnixWareReleases 1.0, 1.1, 1.1.1, 2.0, 2.1, 2.1.2, 7.01, 7.1, 7.1.1, 7.1.1+LKP, MP2, MP3, and 7.1.3; thesame prior UNIX products to which Sun already had a license; and new device drivers forUnixWare and OpenServer. Attachment 1 comprises three specified categories of technology.  The first category,“Description of Technology,” lists over two dozen releases of System V to which Sun alreadyhad rights under the 1994 Agreement.  The second category, “Description ofTechnology–Additional Technology,” contains the list of UnixWare Releases, further priorUNIX products to which Sun already had a license, and five releases of System V to which Sundid not already have a license.  The third category, entitled “Description of Technology – DeviceDrivers,” lists the device drivers. Of the five releases of System V to which Sun did not already have a license, three are notlisted in the APA, which contains the list of products considered “SVRX Licenses.” Accordingly, under Section 4, in addition to new SCO products, Sun received a license to twoolder System V versions and two versions of UnixWare that are considered SVRX in the APA.  In addition to UnixWare source code, Sun purchased drivers that would enable it toenhance the functionality of its Intel-based UNIX offering.  A driver, also known as a devicedriver, is a file that contains information needed by a program to operate a device such as a harddisk or internet connection.  Without the drivers that work with a particular operating system, aperson or company in effect cannot use the operating system for any conventional tasks.  Without
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the drivers for a hard disk or internet connection, for example, the operating system cannot beused for any task that requires a hard disk or an internet connection.  The drivers are thus aprerequisite for an operating system to have any utility for conventional business purposes.  SCOunderstood during the negotiations that Sun was particularly interested in having access to SCO’sUnixWare and OpenServer drivers.Sun did not obtain any right to the delivery of any drivers for any of the old System Vproducts.  Instead, Sun obtained the right to the delivery by SCO of all of the “drivers forUnixWare products and OpenServer products for which SCO has the right to license such driversto third parties.”  Approximately two months after entering into the Agreement, SCO and Sun executed aClarification of License Grant to UnixWare and OpenServer Drivers (“Clarification Agreement”)that detailed the specific drivers that Sun had received under the Agreement.  The ClarificationAgreement and its four attachments identify more than five hundred individual source and objectcode drivers, exclusively relating to UnixWare and OpenServer. Sun produces and markets a proprietary operating system known as “Solaris.”  Solaris isbased on UNIX code versions listed in APA Schedule 1.1(a), Item VI — i.e., SVRX.  Sundistributes Solaris without additional royalty obligations to Novell based on Sun’s rights underthe 1994 Sun Agreement. The 1994 Sun Agreement had a 20-year confidentiality restriction prohibiting Sun frompublicly disclosing the licensed source code.  These confidentiality restrictions prevented Sunfrom publicly releasing or “opensourcing” the Solaris source code.
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Section 8.1 of the 2003 Sun Agreement provides that “use, reproduction, distribution ordisclosure of the Technology or Derivative Matter thereof under any licensing model now knownor developed hereafter in Sun’s sole discretion, pursuant to the license granted by SCO herein,shall mean such Technology or Derivative Matter thereof is not Confidential Information to theextent that such Technology is licensed by Sun to a third party without a confidentialityobligation.”  In other words, Section 8.1 permits Sun to unilaterally remove any confidentialityrestrictions governing the licensed UNIX code if “such Technology is licensed by Sun to a thirdparty without a confidentiality obligation.”  Section 4 of the Agreement permits Sun to “use, reproduce, prepare Derivative Mattersof, compile, publicly perform, publicly display, demonstrate, market, disclose, make, sell, offer tosell, import and distribute” SCO’s intellectual property in the licensed technology at Sun’s solediscretion, including the licensing of Solaris.  This provision further allows Sun to sublicensethose rights to third parties “through multiple tiers of sublicensees.”  In addition, any license“will be subject to SCO’s copyright interest in the Technology,” provided that Sun has thelicense grant in Section 4.1(a) and “Sun agrees that Sun will not transfer ownership in anyTechnology to which Sun does not have an ownership interest.”  After entering into the 2003 Sun Agreement, Sun released an opensource version of itsUNIX-based Solaris product, called “OpenSolaris.”  As its name suggests, OpenSolaris is basedon Sun’s Solaris operating system, which is in turn based on Novell’s SVRX intellectualproperty.  Absent the removal of the 1994 Sun Agreement’s confidentiality restrictions, Sunwould not have been licensed to publicly release the OpenSolaris source code.
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The evidence presented at trial established that the 2003 Sun Agreement conveyedsubstantial rights to the SVRX intellectual property retained by Novell because of Sun’s ability toopen source Solaris.    Section 10 of the 2003 Sun Agreement also sets forth SCO’s obligation to indemnify Sunfor any claim brought against Sun asserting that the Section 4 licensed technology infringes therights of any third parties.  Section 10 further provides that if the intellectual property rights inthe technology become the subject of a claim of infringement, SCO shall ensure that Sun has theright to continue to use the technology or replace the technology to make it non-infringing.  Theprovision has not been implicated or applied.Section 12 of the 2003 Sun Agreement is a release of any claims that either party mayhave with respect to the licensed technology or any derivative thereof.  Sco also waived claims“with respect to any ‘moral’ or equivalent rights” regarding the licensed technology in Section5.3.    K.  Other SCOsource LicensesSCO entered into SCOsource Licenses with twenty-two companies or individuals (“OtherSCOsource Licenses”), for a total revenue of $1,156,110.  These additional SCOsource licensesinclude: (1) Written SCOsource licenses with Computer Associates Int’l; Everyone’s Internet,Ltd.; HEB; Questar Corp.; CDM; Leggett & Platt Inc.; Parkhead Systems; and Siemens AG (OcéPrinting Sys.);(2) Electronic SCOsource licenses with Denise Evans; Gotley Nix Evans Pty Ltd.; John
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Curtis; Jose Garcia Rodriguez; Kellogg Corporation; Robert Twigg; Sphinx CST Ltd.; andStephen McManus; and (3) SCOsource licenses Symphonix; DTR Business Systems, Inc.; IMCORP Inc.; MPASystems Pty Ltd.; Synnex Canada Ltd.; and Seneca Data Distributors Inc. each of whom wereacting as distributors of SCOsource licenses.SCO obtained $1,156,110 from the Other SCOsource Licenses, but SCO did not passthrough any of the revenue from the Other SCOsource Licenses to Novell. Though the OtherSCOsource License terms differ in certain respects, for the purpose of analyzing the issues beforethe court, the terms of the SCOsource license with Everyone’s Internet, Ltd. (“EI”) arerepresentative of the terms of the agreements entered with each of the entities.  The EI SCOsource license grants, with certain limitations, the “right and license to use. . . SCO IP.”  “SCO IP” is then defined as follows:“SCO IP” means the SCO UNIX®-based Codealleged by SCO to be included, embodied, orotherwise utilized in the Operating System.. . . .“UNIX-based Code” means any Code or Methodthat:  (i) in its literal or non-literal expression,structure, format, use, functionality or adaptation(ii) is based on, developed in, derived from or issimilar to (iii) any Code contained in or Methoddevised or developed in (iv) UNIX System V orUnixWare®, or (v) any modification or derivativework based on or licensed under UNIX System V orUnixWare.
SCO acknowledges that the central feature of the other SCOsource Agreements is the
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covenant not to sue and the waiver of claims by SCO for the companies’ internal Linux usage. There was testimony at trial that the SCOsource license agreements differed from traditionallicenses because they did not involve product.    As noted above, SCO’s complaint about “companies’ internal Linux usage” was in fact acomplaint that those companies were using the UNIX code that SCO claims is in Linux.  SCOhas not identified any unique SCO UnixWare code in Linux supposedly released or waived bythe Other SCOsource Licenses.  However, there was testimony at trial that SCO was concernedwith infringement of UnixWare and OpenServer.L.  Novell’s Communications to SCONovell sent several letters to SCO in an attempt to gain information regarding the licensesSCO was entering into during 2003.  On June 24, 2003, Novell’s General Counsel wrote to SCOrequesting information regarding two license agreements SCO had identified in securities filings. The letter asserted Novell’s rights under Section 4.16(b) of the APA and Amendment No. 2 tothe APA and stated that SCO’s actions regarding the licenses referenced in the securities filingscould not be reconciled with Novell’s rights under those APA provisions.  In July 2003, Novell also notified SCO that it intended to conduct an audit in August of2003.  In November of 2003, Novell sought documents from SCO relating to amendments andmodifications of SVRX Licenses, specifically copies of the Sun and Microsoft Agreements, aswell as any new SVRX Licenses.  SCO did not provide Novell with the requesteddocumentation,  and Novell was required to again request the information in December of 2003.  Novell did not receive a response from SCO with respect to its June 24, 2003 letter until
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February 5, 2004.  SCO asserted in its letter that the 2003 Sun Agreement did not fall under theAPA or its amendments and that the Microsoft Agreement was a new agreement not covered bythe APA.  SCO, however, did not provide Novell with copies of the agreements.  Novell responded on March 1, 2004, stating that from its review of the “IntellectualProperty License” on SCO’s website, the licenses appeared to be SVRX Licenses.  Novell againrequested a response from SCO in April of 2004, but still did not receive a response from SCO. At that time, this litigation had commenced.  Novell did not receive copies of the Sun orMicrosoft Agreements until they were produced in discovery during this litigation.              CONCLUSIONS OF LAWA.  Burden of ProofThe parties disagree as to the appropriate burden of proof in this trial of the remainingclaims in the case.  The remaining claims heard at trial consist of Novell's counterclaims fordeclaratory judgment, unjust enrichment, breach of fiduciary duty, and conversion.  SCO assertsthat Novell has the burden of proof because Novell is the party asserting the counterclaims. Novell, however, contends that SCO has the burden to establish the amounts it owes Novellbecause this court has already determined that SCO has breached its fiduciary duties to Novell.   Under California law, the general rule is that a counterclaim plaintiff bears the burden ofproving the elements of its counterclaims.  Section 500 of the California Evidence Code states:“Except as otherwise provided by law, a party has the burden of proof as to each fact theexistence or nonexistence of which is essential to the claim for relief or defense that he isasserting.”  Cal. Evid. Code § 500.  
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In general, a plaintiff  has the burden of proving the amount of unjust enrichment,Foerstel v. Jeffrey, No. B154638, 2003 WL 170418, at *2 n.2 (Cal. App. Jan. 27, 2003), the factand amount of damages on a breach of fiduciary duty or conversion, In re Marriage ofKapczynski, No. H025433, 2004 WL 1119735, at *7 (Cal. App. May 20, 2004) (breach offiduciary duty), In re Cruz, 198 B.R. 330 (Bkrtcy. S.D. Cal. 1996) (conversion), and the proprietyof a requested declaratory judgment, Benitec Australia, Ltd. v. Nucleonics, Inc., 2007 WL2069646, at *2 (Fed. Cir. July 20, 2007).  “On rare occasions, the courts have altered the normalallocation of the burden of proof . . . . But the exceptions are few and narrow.”  Sargent FletcherInc. v. Able Corp., 110 Cal App. 4th 1658, 1670 (2003). Under California law, “where a fiduciary has a legal duty to allocate receipts betweenthose in which its beneficiary has some interest and those in which the beneficiary has none, andis fully and singularly capable of making that allocation but fails to do so, a court is justified incalling upon the fiduciary to bear the burden of differentiation at trial.”  Rosenfeld, Meyer &Susman v. Cohen, 191 Cal. App. 3d 1035, 1051-52 (1987); Kennard v. Glick, 183 Cal. App. 2d246, 250-51 (1960) (“An agent who fails to keep an account raises thereby a suspicion ofinfidelity or neglect, creates a presumption against himself, and brings upon himself the burdenof accounting to the utmost for all that has come into his hands; and in such case every doubt willbe resolved against the agent, and in favor of the principal . . . .”).This rule is well established when it comes to accounting for copyright royalties and inother contexts as well:[T]he defendants must be content to accept much of
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the embarrassment resulting from mingling theplaintiff’s property with their own.  . . .  [W]e mustmake an award which by no possibility shall be toosmall.  It is not our best guess that must prevail, buta figure which will favor the plaintiffs in everyreasonable chance of error.Sheldon v. Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp., 106 F.2d 45, 51 (2d Cir. 1939); see also Kim v.Fujikawa, 871 F.2d 1427, 1430-31 (9th Cir. 1989) (“In determining the amount that a breachingfiduciary must restore to the Funds as a result of a prohibited transaction, the court should resolvedoubts in favor of the plaintiffs” (internal quotation and citation omitted)); Donovan v. Bierwirth,754 F.2d 1049, 1056 (2d Cir. 1985) (“The burden of proving that the funds would have earnedless than that amount is on the fiduciaries found to be in breach of their duty.   Any doubt orambiguity should be resolved against them.  . . .  This is nothing more than application of theprinciple that, once a breach of trust is established, uncertainties in fixing damages will beresolved against the wrongdoer.”); Leigh v. Engle, 727 F.2d 113, 138-39 (7th Cir. 1984) (“[T]heburden is on the defendants who are found to have breached their fiduciary duties to show whichprofits are attributable to their own investments apart from their control of the Reliable Trustassets . . . . [W]hile the district court may be able to make only a rough approximation, it shouldresolve doubts in favor of the plaintiffs.”).In this case, the APA required SCO to account for SVRX Royalties, even in thecircumstances where SCO was entitled to keep 100% of those Royalties. The APA also requiredSCO to obtain Novell’s prior written approval before amending, modifying, or waiving any rightunder any SVRX License.   These provisions were intended, among other things, to further
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SCO’s duties as Novell’s agent to account for and remit SVRX Royalties.SCO takes issue with Novell’s reliance on breach of fiduciary cases because these casesare based on the premise that a trustee has gained some advantage over its beneficiary in atransaction between them.  Whereas, in this case, the transactions at issue are not ones betweenSCO and Novell.  SCO’s argument, however, fails to acknowledge that its fiduciaryresponsibilities under the APA were based on accurately accounting for such third-partytransactions and SCO was in an advantageous position with respect to accounting for its third-party transactions.  SCO is correct, however, that the APA contemplated that SCO would enter intoagreements that commingle an SVRX License when it is incidental to a UnixWare license.  Insuch situations, however, the APA appears to still require SCO to account for those licenses anddemonstrate that the SVRX portion is only incidental.  In those instances, SCO has advantageousinformation as to whether the SVRX license is incidental.  Because Novell was not in a positionto make such determinations, SCO had a duty to properly fulfill its fiduciary accountingobligations under the APA.  The court has already found that SCO breached its fiduciary duty in not properlyreporting SVRX revenues under the APA.  Because of such breach, the court concludes that SCOhas the burden of differentiating royalties properly retained by SCO from SVRX Royalties thatSCO improperly retained.  SCO has the burden of demonstrating the proper allocation of SVRXRoyalties.  The court recognizes, however, that additional issues are asserted in this trial that were
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not raised or a part of the prior summary judgment motions or the court’s summary judgmentorder.  The court concludes that the issue of whether SCOsource licenses were SVRX Licensesunder the APA is an issue on which Novell retains the burden of proof.  It is not an issue thatinvolves a breach of a fiduciary duty and SCO is not in an advantageous position with respect tofacts weighing on that determination.  If those licenses are determined to be SVRX Licensesunder the APA, then SCO has the burden of establishing the proper allocation of SVRXRoyalties under such licenses because it is a part of its fiduciary duty.  Similarly, Novell retainsthe burden of proof on the issue of whether SCO had the authority under the APA, as amended,to enter into additional or amended SVRX licenses.  Again, this declaratory judgment issue is notone in which SCO would have obtained any kind of advantageous position.   B.  SCOsource Licensing Agreements   Separate from its licensing of products, SCO began entering into SCOsource licensingagreements that were unique in that they did not involve product.  Instead, these licenseagreements were waivers and releases of conduct based on the buyer’s use of Linux.  Provisionsof the 2003 Sun and Microsoft Agreements are such SCOsource licenses.  SCO also entered intotwenty-two other SCOsource licenses.  In determining whether the SCOsource Agreementsconstitute SVRX Licenses, the court must look to the terms of the agreements and the provisionsof the APA.  The central features of the SCOsource agreements are a covenant not to sue and a waiverof claims by SCO for the buyer’s internal Linux usage.  The agreements grant rights and a licenseto use SCO IP.  "SCO IP" is defined as SCO UNIX-based code, and "UNIX-based Code" is
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defined to mean "UNIX System V or UnixWare, or (v) any modification or derivative workbased on or licensed under UNIX System V or UnixWare.”  The purpose of these licenses was toexcuse the licensee's purported infringement of SCO's IP.  SCO IP is defined in the agreements to include UNIX System V, which would appear toinclude SVRX.  But given the terms of the amended APA between Novell and SCO, as this courthas previously ruled, the SVRX copyrights did not transfer to SCO.  Therefore, SCO IP cannotinclude SVRX and can only mean SCO UnixWare.  Although Novell asserts that these provisions should be viewed as a license because alicense insulates a party from liability, the release terms of the SCOsource agreements, includingSection 2 of the Microsoft Agreement and Section 12 of the 2003 Sun Agreement, are notlicenses to product.  Unlike the licenses to products included under the APA, these releases arenot royalty-bearing SVRX Licenses.  SVRX Licenses involved in the APA gave licensees rightsto use and modify SVRX code to create royalty-bearing UNIX derivatives.  SCOsource licensesdid not grant a right to use or modify any UNIX source code to create such derivatives. SCOsource agreements did not give any licensee the right to use any UNIX IP apart from binarycode in Linux.  The agreements are only releases of claims that SCO was entitled to bring.  Under the APA, SCO received all of Novell’s “claims arising after the Closing Dateagainst any parties relating to any right, property or asset included in the Business.”  The“Business” is defined as “the business of developing a line of software products currently knownas Unix and UnixWare, the sale of binary and source code licenses to various versions of Unixand UnixWare, the support of such products and the sale of other products which are directly
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related to Unix and UnixWare.”  Based on this court’s ruling that SVRX copyrights were notincluded in the assets comprising the Business that was transferred from Novell to Santa Cruz,SCO could not enter into any release for copyright infringement of SVRX technologies.  But SCO did receive some ownership rights and it was authorized to release whateverclaims its was to entitled bring concerning those ownership rights.  There was evidence presentedat trial that SCO was concerned with whether technology from its releases of UnixWare andOpenServer was improperly in Linux.  UnixWare and OpenServer are both UNIX System Voperating systems. SCO's July 2003 press release regarding SCOsource agreements states SCOsourceAgreements are UnixWare licenses and the hold harmless clauses are incidental to a UnixWarelicense.  In the SCOsource program, the pricing of a SCOsource license was set as the same asSCO’s pricing for a UnixWare binary license.  This pricing is consistent with SCO’s use of the“one line of code” rule and practice of not charging additional amounts for the prior productslisted in a license for the latest release.  It also demonstrates that SCO believed that theSCOsource license had a value equivalent to a binary license to its most recent release ofUnixWare.  Therefore, there was evidence that the SCOsource program was not solely focusedon older System V technology. The court agrees with what SCO’s counsel stated in his opening arguments:  If SCO hadless to release, it just means that the buyer got less for its money.  The claims SCO released in itsSCOsource licenses were only those claims SCO was entitled to bring.  The Agreements do notencompass claims Novell would be entitled to bring based on its ownership of the SVRX
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copyrights.  The court, however, does not agree that there was evidence at trial that establishedeither way whether the buyer of a SCOsource license was completely protected because all of theold technology was part of UnixWare.  There was no definitive evidence on this point and theissue of whether a buyer would be fully protected by a SCOsource license is not before the court. Because the SCOsource licenses cannot be construed to include a release of SVRXcopyright infringement, the court does not find the licenses to be SVRX Licenses that generatedSVRX Royalties to Novell under the APA.  SCO could not release Novell’s rights to claimsbased on its ownership of  the SVRX copyrights.  Even if the releases contained in theSCOsource Agreements were considered SVRX Licenses, there is no value in the agreementswith respect to Novell’s SVRX interests.  As such, Novell has no entitlement to monies SCOreceived with respect to a release of only SCO’s rights.  The value of those SCOsource releases isa matter between SCO and the parties who entered into such releases.  In addition, because thecourt concludes that the releases in the SCOsource Licenses were not SVRX Licenses, SCO hadauthority to execute the agreements.   C.  2003 Microsoft AgreementAs discussed above in connection with the Other SCOsource Licenses, the courtdetermines that the release of claims and license in Section 2 of the Microsoft Agreement wasnot an SVRX License that generated SVRX Royalties.  The release in Section 2 does not specifyany technology and the license in Section 2 refers only to SCO Intellectual Property.  Therefore,as discussed above, the court concludes that this provision did not waive claims or grant a licenseto SVRX because SCO could not release or waive Novell’s claims or rights in the SVRX
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copyrights.  The Microsoft Agreement, however, contained other provisions involving SVRXtechnology.  Therefore, the agreement is an SVRX License because it involves SVRX at least inpart.  Section 4 of Microsoft Agreement is an option to license UnixWare, OpenServer, and otherSVRX for $8.25 million.  This amount is half the price of the whole agreement.  The Microsoft Agreement was a new SVRX License which § 4.16 of the amended APAprohibits SCO from entering into unless it is “incidentally involved through its rights to sell andlicense Unixware.”  The question, therefore, is whether the SVRX rights under Section 4 of theMicrosoft Agreement are granted incidental to UnixWare.Neither the APA nor its Amendments define the word incidentally.  The term, however, isgenerally defined to mean a minor accompaniment or something of a subordinate nature.  Theparties agree as to the general definition of incidental. Novell contends that in applying the term incidental to the agreement at hand, the courtshould not look to the parties’ historical practice with respect to licensing because extrinsicevidence is unnecessary.  The court, however, must consider all relevant facts to determinewhether the license to SVRX technology was incidental to UnixWare.  In addition, to the extentthat the extrinsic evidence supports the general definition of the term incidental, the evidence isadmissible under California contract interpretation law.  In licensing products, SCO adopted Novell’s practice of including all prior products inthe license.  After the APA, SCO entered into new UnixWare licenses but had very limited rightswith respect to SVRX licenses.  The testimony at trial established that SCO included SVRX
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products as prior products in SCO UnixWare licenses.  When such prior products were listed inthe UnixWare license, it did not change the price paid for the most recent version of UnixWare. SCO presented evidence of specific licenses entered at relatively the same time between twodifferent companies.  One company received all of the prior products listed in the license and theother company had no prior products listed.  The parties, however,  paid the same amount fortheir licenses.   Novell had also licensed UNIX and UnixWare using this procedure.  UNIX licenseesoften distributed and used products based on code from multiple releases of System V, includingUnixWare.  Novell and its successors required such licensees to pay only one set of royalties forthe use or distribution of such a product.  Under the “one line of code” rule, Novell and itssuccessors required licensees to identify code from the latest release of System V contained in aproduct-- even if there was as little as one line of code contained in that license– and calculateroyalty payments for that entire product under only that latest license.  SCO’s witnesses further testified that there was not a market for a license to prior SVRXproducts because those prior products no longer utilized the most current hardware.  SCOwitnesses testified that they did not market or sell any prior SVRX product in a stand alonelicense.   The court finds that the term incidental as used in the APA is referring to the practice ofNovell and SCO to list prior products in licenses for the newest release and charge only for thelicense to the newest release.  Under the APA, SCO had the authority to enter into SVRXlicenses that were incidental to UnixWare, and the court finds that the SVRX licensing in Section
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4 of the Microsoft Agreement was incidental to a UnixWare license.Accordingly, the court concludes that Novell is not entitled to any of the revenue SCOreceived under the 2003 Microsoft Agreement.      D.  2003 Sun Agreement      The 2003 Sun Agreement increases Sun’s rights to at least 30 versions of SVRXproducts provided in Item VI of Schedule 1.1(a) of the APA and gives Sun broad rights to severalversions of SVRX.  The 2003 Sun Agreement is an SVRX License.  Section 12 of the Sun Agreement is a release and waiver provision similar to the OtherSCOsource Licenses.  As with those licenses, the court finds that the provision does not releaseNovell’s claims based on its ownership of the SVRX copyrights, and thus does not implicateSVRX technology and cannot be the basis for SVRX Royalties.  Section 4 of the Sun Agreement is a license to UnixWare and prior SVRX products. Although this section provides a license to prior SVRX products to which Sun did not previouslyhave a right to under its 1994 Agreement with Novell, the court concludes that this section’sinclusion of SVRX as prior products is only incidental to a license to the most recent version ofSCO’s UnixWare.  Accordingly, Novell is not entitled to revenue attributable to this section ofthe Sun Agreement.  Section 8.1 of the Sun Agreement, however, lifts the confidentiality provisions withrespect to 30 versions of SVRX technology granted to Sun under its 1994 Buy-out Agreementwith Novell.  Under Section 4.16 of the amended APA, SCO can only amend an SVRX license if it is
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done incidentally to its licensing of UnixWare.  Also, Section B of Amendment No. 2 to the APAprovides that before entering into any potential transaction with an SVRX licensee which“concerns” a buy-out of any such licensee's royalty obligations, SCO must obtain Novell'sconsent.  This provision requires either party who even “become[s] aware of any such potentialtransaction” to immediately notify the other in writing.  The provision further requires that anynegotiations with the licensee be attended by both parties, and that both parties consent to anysuch transaction.  There are no exceptions to this provision.The 2003 Sun Agreement specifically states that it "amends and restates" Sun’s 1994SVRX buy-out agreement with Novell.  SCO has no authority to enter such an agreement unlessit is incidentally involved in the licensing of UnixWare. The court concludes that the release of confidentiality requirements in Section 8.1 of the2003 Sun Agreement is not merely incidental to a UnixWare license.  The provision hadsignificant independent value to Sun as it allowed Sun to opensource its Solaris UNIX-basedproduct.  While several of the provisions in the Agreement focus on UnixWare and specificdevice drivers, the amendment with respect to confidentiality relates to the same technologylicensed in the 1994 Buy-out Agreement and had significant independent value to Sun apart froma license to the newest versions of UnixWare. SCO argues that Section B of Amendment No. 2 to the APA relates only to future buy-out transactions, but the language of the provision broadly states that it relates to any potentialtransaction that “concerns a buy-out of any such licensee’s royalty obligations.”  This provisionrefers to any transaction that "concerns" a buyout, not just buy-outs.  SCO's interpretation would
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allow SCO to unilaterally amend any buy-out agreement negotiated by all the parties if it wantedto re-negotiate more favorable terms to itself.  Even if there is testimony about the partiesfocusing on future buy-outs, it does not change the fact that Amendment No. 2 was drafted morebroadly.  In the 2003 Sun Agreement, SCO renegotiated a contract and expanded Sun's rights totechnology still owned by Novell.  And, SCO improperly received the money for granting suchrights even though those rights remained with Novell.There is no dispute that Sun’s 1994 Agreement with Novell was a “buy-out” of Sun’sSVRX royalty obligations as that term is used in Amendment No. 2.  Sun’s 2003 Agreementexplicitly acknowledges that it is intended to “amend and restate” the 1994 buy-out agreement,including expansion of Sun’s existing license rights to permit opensource licensing of SVRXcode.  The Court concludes that Sun’s 2003 Agreement License, therefore, “concerns” a buy-out,and SCO was required to follow the additional restrictions imposed by Amendment No. 2 ontransactions that concern buy-outs.  SCO did not comply with these terms.  The Court thusconcludes and declares that SCO was without authority to enter into the 2003 Sun Agreementunder Amendment 2, Section B, of the APA.  SCO cites to agency law to argue that if an agreement was executed without authority andNovell has not approved it, then the contract must be set aside and Novell is not entitled to anyrevenues.  Agency law precludes a principal from accepting benefits of an agent’s actions whilesimultaneously disclaiming the agent’s authority to act.   In addition, SCO argues that in the caseof an invalid contract, a counterparty who made payments is entitled to the restitution of thosepayments.  
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This case law, however, does not apply to the 2003 Sun Agreement.  The cases cited bySCO involve situations where the agent already properly remitted the fruits to its principal andthe dispute was whether the principal was required to return the fruits to the third party.  None ofthe cases hold that, where an agent improperly takes money from third parties in the principal’sname, the agent is entitled to keep that money if the principal disclaims the agent’s authority.  In this case, Sun obtained the rights to opensource Solaris, and SCO received the revenuefor granting such rights even though such rights remained with Novell.  If the court were todeclare that the contract was void and should be set aside, the court could not return the parties tothe same position they were in prior to the 2003 Agreement.  Sun has already received thebenefits of the agreement and developed and marketed a product based on those benefits.  Therewas also evidence at trial that OpenSolaris directly competed with Novell’s interest.  The court,therefore, cannot merely void the contract.  Had SCO sought Novell’s involvement in theamendment of the 1994 Agreement, Novell and SCO would have negotiated a suitable divisionof the royalties.  1) Breach of Fiduciary Duty   Because California law governs actions arising from the APA, and Novell’s claims arisefrom the agency relationship created by the APA, California law governs.  Nedlloyd Lines B.V. v.Super. Ct., 3 Cal. 4th 459, 468, 470 (1992).  To establish a breach of fiduciary duty underCalifornia law, Novell must show “the existence of a fiduciary relationship, its breach, anddamages proximately caused by that breach.”  Roberts v. Lomanto, 112 Cal. App. 4th 1553, 1562(2003) (internal quotation and citation omitted).  As Novell’s agent for purposes of the SVRX
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Royalties, SCO owed Novell a fiduciary duty.The Court concludes that SCO breached its fiduciary duties to Novell by failing to notifyNovell and account for and remit the revenue it received from Sun as a result of modifying theconfidentiality provisions of Sun’s SVRX buy-out agreement with Novell. 2) Conversion A conversion claim is based on “the wrongful exercise of dominion over another’spersonal property in denial of or inconsistent with his rights in the property.”  Kasdan, Simonds,McIntyre, Epstein & Martin v. World Sav. & Loan Ass’n, 317 F.3d 1064, 1069 (9th Cir. 2003). To establish conversion, therefore, Novell must establish: (1) its “ownership or right topossession of the property”; (2) SCO’s “conversion by wrongful act inconsistent with theproperty rights of the plaintiff; and (3) damages.”  Id.  Novell held equitable title to the SVRX Royalties under the APA.  SCO’s failure to passthrough to Novell the SVRX Royalties due under the Sun Agreement was a wrongful actinconsistent with Novell’s rights.  The Court concludes that Novell has established SCO’sconversion of the revenues due under the 2003 Sun Agreement.3) Unjust EnrichmentSCO was unjustly enriched by retention of the revenue under the Sun Agreement andNovell is entitled to restitution.  Unjust enrichment is measured as the benefit the defendantwrongfully received at the expense of the plaintiff.  First Nationwide Sav. v. Perry, 11 Cal. App.4th 1657, 1662 (1992); Morlife, Inc. v. Perry, 56 Cal. App. 4th 1514, 1528-29 (1997).  Here, SCO was unjustly enriched by retaining the revenues Sun agreed to pay to relax and
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amend the confidentiality provisions of the 1994 Agreement.4) SCO’s Affirmative Equitable Defenses  The Court has considered SCO’s equitable defenses and finds them without merit.SCO raised estoppel as an affirmative defense.  Estoppel arises out of the rule that“[w]henever a party has, by his own statement or conduct, intentionally and deliberately ledanother to believe a particular thing true and to act upon such belief, he is not, in any litigationarising out of such statement or conduct, permitted to contradict it.”  Cal. Evid. Code § 623.To make out estoppel, “four elements must be present . . .  (1) the party to be estoppedmust be apprised of the facts; (2) he must intend that his conduct shall be acted upon, or must soact that the party asserting the estoppel had a right to believe it was so intended; (3) the otherparty must be ignorant of the true state of facts; and (4) he must rely upon the conduct to hisinjury.”  Lentz v. McMahon, 49 Cal. 3d 393, 399 (1989).  To prevail on its estoppel claim,therefore, SCO would have to have shown that Novell knew whether and to what extent SCOcollected but did not remit SVRX Royalties, that Novell failed to seek such Royalties andintended for that failure to be taken by SCO as indication it could keep the money, and that SCOrelied on Novell to SCO’s injury.The Court concludes that SCO cannot make out any element of its estoppel defense. SCO had an obligation to keep Novell apprised of the facts concerning SVRX Licenses andfailed to do so.  Novell repeatedly demanded audits and accounting of the 2003 Sun andMicrosoft Agreements.  SCO introduced evidence it claims shows that Novell was silent when SCO withheld
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SVRX Royalties in connection with a 1996 audit.  At best, this evidence showed that Novell saidnothing when SCO licensed SVRX incidentally.  That is not sufficient to estop Novell fromcontesting an SVRX License that conveys greater-than-incidental rights.  Even were the evidenceotherwise, courts typically require a duty to speak before imparting preclusive effect to silence. See, e.g., Feduniak v. Cal. Coastal Comm’n, 148 Cal. App. 4th 1346, 1362 (2007) (“It is settledthat when the party to be estopped does not say or do anything, its silence and inaction maysupport estoppel only if it had a duty to speak or act under the particular circumstances.”).  Infiduciary relationships, where the presumption is that the principal need not investigate theactivities of its agent and can instead rely on the agent to fulfill its duties faithfully, there is nosuch duty.  Hobbs v. Bateman Eichler, Hill Richards, Inc., 164 Cal. App. 3d 174, 201-02 (1985)(“Where there is a fiduciary relationship, the usual duty of diligence to discover facts does notexist.”).  The Court concludes that Novell is not estopped to pursue its claims to SVRXRoyalties.SCO also raised “unclean hands” as an affirmative defense.  The doctrine of uncleanhands, as partially codified in California Civil Code Section 3517, provides that “[n]o one cantake advantage of his own wrong.”  See, e.g., Rosenfeld v. Zimmer, 116 Cal. App. 2d 719, 722(1953) (“A court of equity will not assist a party to a fraudulent scheme to secure the objective ofsuch plan.”); Reynolds v. Roll, 122 Cal. App. 2d 826, 836 (1954) (“courts will not lend assistanceto persons whose claim for relief rests on an illegal transaction” (internal quotation marks andcitation omitted)).Even where such conduct is shown, it must be part of the same transaction at issue, and
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the nature of the plaintiff’s conduct must be worse than that of the defendant.  See, e.g., Watsonv. Poore, 18 Cal. 2d 302, 313 (1941) (“[I]mproper conduct not necessarily connected with thetransaction particularly involved . . . is not a reason for denying equitable relief on the ground ofunclean hands.”); Belling v. Croter, 57 Cal. App. 2d 296, 304 (1943) (unclean hands does notapply “if it be shown that [the plaintiff] is the one ‘least at fault,’ and that the party against whomrelief is sought was guilty of wrongdoing in respect to the same matters and is ‘most in fault’”).SCO has not shown any conduct by Novell that was in bad faith or wrongful.  The Courtthus concludes that these affirmative equitable defenses do not preclude Novell from receivingequitable relief. 5) Allocation of Revenues to Novell  The court, therefore, concludes that Novell is entitled to the revenues paid by Sun underthe 2003 Sun Agreement attributable to the release of the SVRX confidentiality provision in the1994 Agreement.  While the parties debated the value of this provision at trial, neitherestablished a specific value for this particular provision.  Nonetheless, the court believes it isappropriate and equitable to grant monetary relief in favor of Novell.SCO contended that, for a variety of reasons, Novell is not entitled to both monetary anddeclaratory relief.  The Court was not persuaded by any of these arguments with respect to the2003 Sun Agreement.Under the 2003 Sun Agreement, SCO received from Sun a total amount of $9,143,451. The court concludes that the release provision in Section 12 of the Sun Agreement is worth anequivalent amount to the similar release provision in the Microsoft Agreement, or $1.5 million. 
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The remaining portions of the Agreement is divided between the UnixWare license, theassociated UnixWare and OpenServer drivers, and the release of the confidentiality provisionscontained in the 1994 Agreement.  Because SCO bears the burden of allocation on this issue andthe law recognizes that the court is to resolve every doubt against the agent and in favor of theprincipal, the court divides the remaining portions of the Agreement equally.  Therefore, Novellis entitled to one-third of $7,643,451, or $2,547,817 as revenues paid by Sun under the 2003 SunAgreement attributable to the release of the SVRX confidentiality provision in the 1994Agreement. 6) Prejudgment InterestNovell is directed to file a brief within 15 days of this Order describing what, if any,prejudgment interest Novell seeks based on the amount awarded in this Order.  At its option,SCO may then file within 10 days a brief opposing Novell’s request for prejudgment interest. Novell may file a reply within 7 days in further support of its claim for prejudgment interest. This briefing shall not affect the deadlines to file requests for costs or attorneys’ fees, which,pursuant to District of Utah Local Rule 54-2, shall run from the entry of final judgment.ORDERAfter considering all of the evidence and the law as it applies to this case, the courtawards Defendant and Counterclaimant Novell $2,547,817 on its Sixth, Seventh, and EighthClaims for Unjust Enrichment, Breach of Fiduciary Duty, and Conversion.  On Novell’s FourthClaim for Relief, for the reasons stated above, the court concludes that SCO was entitled to enterinto the 2003 Microsoft Agreement and the Other SCOsource Licenses, but was not authorized to
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enter into the 2003 Sun Agreement based on its amendment of the provisions concerning Sun’sSVRX confidentiality requirements under the 1994 Agreement.     Novell is directed to file within ten days from the date of this order a Final Judgmentconsistent with these Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order, the court’s August 10,2007 Memorandum Decision and Order, and the parties’ stipulations with respect to thedisposition of certain causes of action.  See Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 58  (“Every judgment andamended judgment must be set forth on a separate document”); United States v. Clearfield StateBank, 497 F.2d 356, 359 (10  Cir. 1974) (interpreting Rule 58 to “require that there be ath
judgment set out on a separate document – distinct from any opinion or memorandum – whichprovides the basis for the entry of judgment”) .  DATED this 16  day of July, 2008.th

BY THE COURT:
                                                                        DALE A. KIMBALLUnited States District Judge


